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A more recent textbook M K dziewanowskis A history ofsovietof soviet
russia perhaps better conveys the general outlines of soviet history
while also incorporating new findings concerning the history of the
soviet society and the communist party dziewanowski for instance
notes the popularity of some of stalins views among party members
and other segments of the population when he explains stalins
victory over trotsky the text also describes the increasing social mobility
of the sons of workers and peasants during the industrialization drive
and purges of the 1930s dziewanowski treats most aspects of soviet
history and includes bibliographies at the end of each chapter
referring readers to more specialized studies

biographies serve as another vehicle for gaining insight into the
development of the soviet state lenin is treated in numerous works
including the acclaimed classics of louislouls fischer the life of lenin
and bertram wolfe three who made a revolution A fascinating
recent work nina Tumarkins lenin lives the lenin cult in soviet
russia analyzes the element of myth in lenins biography and
investigates the decision to embalm lenins body treating these and
other topics the book tells us much about the early political development
of the communist party biographies of stalin also dominate historical
works concerning the soviet period A recent portrait of stalin
written by robert C tucker stalin As revolutionary 187919291879 1929
excels in its portrayal of stalins personality

for a description of the 1930s many readers turn to alexander
solzhenitsyns gulabgulag archipelago a marvelous experiment in literary
history valuable insights can also be garnered from roy medvedev s

let historyjudgehistory judge medvedev a soviet dissident challenges the views

of solzhenitsyn by shifting blame for the excesses of the soviet regime
from lenin to stalin

these biographies as well as the other textbooks provide balanced
and readable introductions to russian and soviet history and insight
into contemporary soviet policies
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four distinguished journalists smith and shipler with the
new york times kaiser with the washington post and pond with
the christian science monitor and in the case of the cracraft book
twenty six scholars have provided the west with invaluable insights
into the soviet people and the everyday operation of the major
communist society these correspondents and scholars contribute to
a major strength of our system free access to information however
our disinclination to read such important books results in little
difference in understanding within the soviets restricted society and
our free society for in the west far too many have unencumbered or
worse closed minds

smith and kaiser served in the USSR for three years each pond
for two and shipler for four all of them are extraordinarily perceptive
and thorough and one may read any of these works with confidence
and great benefit from this group smith and kaiser were the first
in 1976 to give a detailed picture of contemporary soviet life their

work was a groundbreakingground breaking achievement both books are good but
smiths is probably the more adequate of the two he has provided
his revised 1984 edition with a strong sixty three page postscript treating
the last years of brezhnev s life andropovantropovAndropov s oneyearone year tenure and
chernenko s rule

pond concocts an ingenious frame for her book a 5800 mile
siberian express train ride from the yaroslavsky station in moscow

to vladivostok in the far east with her in the train compartment for
seven days are three other women a russian grandmother mother
and daughter three generations of russian everywomenEverywomen representing
converging but also at times three distinct points of view pond not
only describes the conversations and behavior of her train mates but
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also the areas through which they pass and a host of related features
from soviet life the author manages to encompass essentially all that
her colleagues cover in their books she is more statistical and her
figures are more current and treats some aspects that smith and kaiser
do not discuss in detail for instance the new soviet constitution of
1977 the soviet invasion of afghanistan in 1979 and recent
developments in arms competition between the superpowerssuperpowers hers is

also the only of the four correspondents books with an adequate
bibliography

shipler elegantly restates many of his colleagues insights and makes
his greatest contribution in a discussion of themes values attitudes
and culture in soviet life his treatment of a resurgent christianity
of bedrock patriotism of a longing for a strong leader who could bring
the order efficiency vision and charisma of stalin and of a renewed
and powerful russian nationalism is especially informative but his
best section is the books last chapter beyond the walls in which
he attempts with considerable success to place his sheltered and
confident western reader in russian boots in one particularly
memorable section shipler reports on a talk delivered by a soviet
journalist to his comrades after he returned from a visit to the US I1

and we see several reasons soviets tolerate or even prefer their system
over ours

all four authors explain the importance of the russian terms
pokazukha nomenklatura blat na levo and samizdatsamiz dat essential to
an appreciation of life in the soviet sphere they speak of current
membership in the communist party smith 14 million kaiser 15

pond 17 and shipler 16 and of the number of believers smith
30 million russian orthodox kaiser 30 3050 million pond 5355 82
million christians and presumably muslims also smith kaiser
and pond each have somewhat different statistics for how much more
food is produced on the private plots than in the giant collective
and state farms but the common conclusion is that the incentives of
the marketplace bring vastly more agricultural success than do the
incentives of the collective

in addition to treating many of the same topics in much the same
way the four authors are uniquely strong smith is both lively and
analytical his account is most encyclopedic kaiserskeisersKaisers anecdotes are
exceptionally rich and revealing to the question of why the russians
treated solzhenitsyn so harshly a soviet spokesman replied that

solzhenitsyn had slandered his homeland and even its founder lenin
what would happen he asked if a writer in america wrote a book
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slandering lincoln or jefferson his creative exuberance leads him
to several original and perceptive formulations for example on the
typical party line and ways the soviets are not like americans at
times only a few however he may be too willing to accept the
colorful example at the cost of accuracy or proportion elizabeth pond
is in some ways the most rigorous and disciplined of the four beyond
her frame arises a collection of tight and spare essays on major issues
for example her treatment of soviet intellectuals is brilliant and
definitive shiplersshillersShiplers work is the most poetic eloquent and
philosophical this is not to suggest that he ignores the mundane but
revealing details noted by his colleagues but that his finest pages
concern broad themes and values

james cracraftscracrafteCracrafts excellent book originates from a series of articles
published in the bulletin odtheof ahetheare atomic scientists betweenjanuarybetween january 1982
and the fall of 1983 it includes twenty six chapters written by experts
many of whom were associated at one time or another with the

russian research center at harvard where much of this book was
planned indeed written viii in history politics the armed forces
the physical context the economy science and technology culture
and society

professor cracraft is the first to fill the critical need for a book
on the soviet union written by experts but addressed to the general
reader vii it is he continues not a textbook but an interpretive
guide concerned less with covering the subject than with responding
to the questions most commonly asked of experts vii judged on
these criteria the soviet union today admirably achieves its goals
smith kaiser pond and shipler have provided enlightening books
written from the perspective of intelligent fair minded energetic and
resourceful correspondents but cracraftscracrafteCracrafts work has the advantage of
twenty six individual authors most of whom are leading experts on
the topics they address and the younger scholars also write with
exceptional perceptiveness and authority

each of cracraftscracrafteCracrafts chapters has endnotes while a set of briefly
annotated further reading suggestions of the leading textbooks
and monographs in each area follows the concluding chapter all of
this makes the soviet union today an especially important resource
for the more serious student of russia

even after having read one or more of these generally good books
on the soviet union the western traveler to the soviet union will
be surprised by much of what he or she experiences however short
of studying the culture in depth and visiting the country one can
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become better informed and prepared to deal realistically with the
russians of today through reading these books than in any other
expeditious way I1 know of parenthetically I1 wish there were even a
single book about america in russian bookstores that compared in
quality and integrity with any one of these five books so conveniently
available to us
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leon wieseltiersWieseltiers little book nuclear war nuclear peace is

an expanded and slightly altered version of an essay published in the
new republic magazine publishers note in january 1983 A
historian of medievaijewishmedieval jewish history wieseltier has tried to understand
the nuclear debate and to argue for a reasonable nuclear policy his
very thoughtful essay combines a realistic view of the soviet threat with
a profound sense of our moral responsibility to avoid nuclear destruction
he follows no ideology but tries to make sense of the arguments from
both the right and the left to find a middle ground consistent with
careful thought and a high sense of ethics he argues that there is

no contradiction between anti communism rightly considered and arms
control rightly considered he attempts to discuss what such right
considerations must be dealing with the I1 relationship of national
security policy to foreign policy of the military strategy of the united
states to its moral and political ends x

wieseltier begins after a short introduction by discussing the
peace movement in the united states and europe his exposition of
the philosophical weaknesses of its extreme positions is especially lucid
and cogent he argues that the hatred of all things military is finally
a sign that you do not believe in what you are that you do not believe
that you have something to lose 27 to be antiantlantinuclearanrinuclearnuclear then is

not to be antimilitary nor is it to be anti american 28


